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As the rain falls in Karakura Town, Isshin
faces off against a mysterious Black
Hollow. But when a familiar face joins the
fight, Isshin will need all the help he
can get. Ichigo’s dark past is revealed,
but can he recover from the shock of
finally learning the truth?! -- VIZ Media
THAT'S THE SPIRIT? A powerful user of
magic, with a goat's head? It'd be funny
if it weren't trying to slaughter Fairy
Tail! Loke has an idea of the wizard's
true identity - but while he fights to
prove it, Ultear has already reached the
sleeping Zeref, and she has plans of her
own for the legendary black wizard...
Eleven of the twelve fighters have
gathered, and everyone awaits the final
contender—Boar. She is strong, confident
and a favorite to win the twelfth Zodiac
War. However, this time, the rules have
changed! The battle is limited to an
abandoned city and all of the contestants
are forced to ingest a deadly poison.
Monkey tries to call a truce, but before
she can the floor explodes, scattering all
the fighters. Despite the chaos, one
thing’s for sure—only one will remain
standing. -- VIZ Media
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Nanami may have been (begrudgingly)
accepted by the other kami at Izumo, but
that doesn’t make her any less human or
help her deal with her growing feelings
for Tomoe. Should she be true to her heart
or cut Tomoe loose for his own good?
Either way, getting dragged into a group
date isn’t going to help matters at all!
-- VIZ Media
Noragami: Stray God 10
One Piece, Vol. 71
Dragon Ball (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 1
Includes vols. 1, 2 & 3
Noragami: Stray Stories 1
Things are looking grim on Punk Hazard as deadly gas set off by a
mad scientist envelops the island. Luffy and the rest of the Straw
Hats are on a mission to both take down Caesar Clown and escape
to safety before the gas can get them! -- VIZ Media
It's parenthood, Dr. Slump style, as the Norimaki household
welcomes its newest member, Turbo! Being a parent does have its
challenges, as Senbei is learning: changing diapers, escaping alien
abductions, coping with Turbo's super powers... What did you
expect, a normal baby? This is Dr. Slump! -- VIZ Media
In the village of Konohagakure, school is literally a battlefield
where classmates are ninjas in training competing to become the
greatest ninja in the land.
Five yen for your wish to come true? Revisit the Far Shore in new
edition of the beloved supernatural action series that collects all the
stray volumes in 600-page 3-in-1 omnibuses, all in a larger size
than the regular version! Includes Vol. 13-15 of Noragami: Stray
God. Yato is a homeless god. He doesn't even have a shrine, not to
mention worshippers! So to achieve his ambitious goals, he's set up
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a service to help those in need (for a small fee), hoping he'll
eventually raise enough money to build himself the lavish shrine of
his dreams. Of course, he can't afford to be picky, so Yato accepts
all kinds of jobs, from finding lost kittens to helping a student
overcome bullies at school.
Kamisama Kiss, Vol. 9
Noragami: Stray God 23
Everything But the Rain
Naruto 30
Fairy Tail
With the Soul Society under attack from the
mysterious Vandenreich, General Captain
Yamamoto must defeat the Vandenreich's king
in order to save the day.
Akira Toriyama's groundbreaking, iconic,
bestselling series now in an omnibus edition!
A seminal series from a legendary creator.
Dragon Ball, a wry update on the Chinese
"Monkey King" myth, introduces us to Son
Goku, a young monkey-tailed boy whose quiet
life is turned upside-down when he meets
Bulma, a girl determined to collect the seven
"Dragon Balls." If she gathers them all, an
incredibly powerful dragon will appear and
grant her one wish. But the precious orbs are
scattered all over the world, and to get them
she needs the help of a certain super-strong
boy... Legend has it that if all seven of the
precious orbs called “Dragon Balls” are
gathered together, an incredibly powerful
dragon god will appear to grant one wish.
Unfortunately, the orbs are scattered across
the world, making them extremely difficult to
collect. Enter 16-year-old Bulma, a
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scientific genius who has constructed a radar
to detect the exact locations of the Dragon
Balls. She’s on a mission to find all seven
orbs, but first she must convince young Son
Goku to join her on her quest. With a monkey
tail, superhuman strength and a magic staff
for a weapon, Son Goku is ready to set out on
the adventure of a lifetime… Reads R to L
(Japanese Style) for teen audiences.
FADING WIZARD ? Stylish wizard Loke is the
ladies' man of the Fairy Tail guild. But now
he's suddenly broken up with all his
girlfriends, claiming he simply doesn't have
the time! It turns out that Loke's life may
be about to end, and Lucy, a freshman, is the
only one who can save him! But what can a
first-year wizard do that an experienced
wizard can't? Includes special extras after
the story!
FAMILY MATTERS As Yato and Kazuma continue to
hunt the crafter, K?to convinces his new
shinki to confront his past. Now Yukiné is
determined to track down the family that
abandoned him when he was alive and give them
a taste of his suffering. Can Yato save
Yukiné before it’s too late?
Date A Live, Vol. 2 (light novel)
Black Clover, Vol. 5
Goku Vs. Freeza
Puppet Yoshino
Blood Alone

Twilight and Nightfall enter an underground tennis
tournament, hoping for an opportunity to obtain an
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intelligence document that threatens to bring the world to
the brink of war! But will their mission be compromised
by Nightfall’s secret crush on Twilight?! -- VIZ Media
Luffy and his crew have infiltrated the kingdom of
Dressrosa in order to destroy Doflamingo’s Smile factory.
But Luffy is quickly distracted when a fighting
tournament opens with a certain special Devil Fruit as the
prize! Can the Straw Hats fend off Doflamingo’s
henchmen along with some of the world’s strongest
warriors?! -- VIZ Media
Five yen for your wish to come true? Revisit the Far Shore
in new edition of the beloved supernatural action series
that collects all the stray volumes in 600-page 3-in-1
omnibuses, all in a larger size than the regular version!
Includes Vol. 10-12 of Noragami: Stray God. Yato is a
homeless god. He doesn't even have a shrine, not to
mention worshippers! So to achieve his ambitious goals,
he's set up a service to help those in need (for a small fee),
hoping he'll eventually raise enough money to build
himself the lavish shrine of his dreams. Of course, he can't
afford to be picky, so Yato accepts all kinds of jobs, from
finding lost kittens to helping a student overcome bullies at
school.
A classic fantasy series about the “Momotaro” who
crossed the sea and the “Momotaro” that already lived
overseas!! Sally and friends set their sights for the land
that banned discrimination, Legedia, but a new threat to
their lives stands in the way: the self-described “cool”
ogre, Yuki?! Meanwhile, after being put to sleep by the
mysterious ogre Daminki, Mikoto wakes up having lost
himself, unable to tell what is the past and what is the
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present…
Noragami: Stray God 21
Noragami: Stray God 19
Coliseum of Scoundrels
Unlikely in Love
Dragon Ball Full Color Freeza Arc, Vol. 2
DIVINE INTERVENTION FOR SALE Yato is a homeless
god. He doesn't even have a shrine, not to mention
worshippers! So to achieve his ambitious goals, he's set up a
service to help those in need (for a small fee), hoping he'll
eventually raise enough money to build himself the lavish
temple of his dreams. Of course, he can't afford to be picky, so
Yato accepts all kinds of jobs, from finding lost kittens to
helping a student overcome bullies at school.
Yato is a homeless god. He doesn't even have a shrine, let alone
any worshippers! So, to achieve his ambitious goals, he's set up
a service to help those in need (for a small fee of course). He
hopes that one day he'll be able to build the temple he feels he
deserves, but for now he can't be picky about the jobs that he
chooses to accept. From finding lost kittens to overcoming
school bullies, Yato is divinely intervening all over the place!
FIGHTING THE BLIGHT After the near disaster with
Bishamon, Yato takes Yukine and retreats. Hiyori finds Yato in
bad shape as his blight reaches a critical level. Yukine
continues to torture his master with his bad behavior, causing
the blight to worsen and even threaten the god's life. Hiyori
tries to desperately find someone to help Yato. Can any of
Yato's few friends save him? Does the stray god even have
friends?
Yato has a new shinki and is deliberately trying to sever his
own lifeline, disregarding Yukiné’s attempts to keep him safe
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and sound. Rejected by the god he serves, Yukiné wanders
alone, sinking deeper and deeper into despair, until he finds
someone who offers to make it all better…
S.A.D.
Dragon Ball Z, Vol. 10
Noragami Omnibus 4 (Vol. 10-12)
Stray God 3
Stray God
As Freeza changes into new forms, each more powerful
than the last, the desperate heroes--Gohan, Kuririn,
Piccolo and the self-serving Vegeta--find themselves
struggling merely to stay alive. Desperate for a trump
card, Vegeta asks Kuririn to mortally wound him, so that
his auto-evolving mechanism will turn him into the
legendary strongest fighter in the universe--the Super
Saiyan! On the other side of the planet, Goku awakens
from within his healing capsule and streaks to the
battlefield to turn the tide. But even in his final,
supposedly deadliest form, Freeza has an ace up his
sleeve... -- VIZ Media
Gohan and Kuririn struggle to keep the last Dragon Ball
from falling into Freeza and Vegeta’s possession, but
how will they fare against Freeza’s Ginyu Force—a group
of five of the strongest fighters in the galaxy? If they
want to survive, they may have to do the unthinkable and
team up with Vegeta! -- VIZ Media
Complete chaos has broken out as the Clover Kingdom
capital comes under attack by a group of mysterious
terrorists. Asta and the other Magic Knights join the fight
in order to protect the innocent civilians, but what exactly
are the terrorists after? -- VIZ Media
Stray GodKodansha Comics
Black Clover, Vol. 4
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The Crimson Lion King
A Sign of Affection 1
Spy x Family, Vol. 6
Noragami Omnibus 5 (Vol. 13-15)
Five yen for your wish to come true? Revisit
the Far Shore in new edition of the beloved
supernatural action series that collects all
the stray volumes in 600-page 3-in-1
omnibuses, all in a larger size than the
regular version! Includes Vol. 1-3 of
Noragami: Stray God. Yato is a homeless god.
He doesn't even have a shrine, not to mention
worshippers! So to achieve his ambitious
goals, he's set up a service to help those in
need (for a small fee), hoping he'll
eventually raise enough money to build
himself the lavish shrine of his dreams. Of
course, he can't afford to be picky, so Yato
accepts all kinds of jobs, from finding lost
kittens to helping a student overcome bullies
at school.
THE GODS’ SECRET Furious that Yato has
released her, the stray plots revenge against
her rival. While Kōto has Yato distracted,
she confronts Yukiné and lets him know that
the gods have a secret…and it’s one Yato will
do anything to keep. Hiyori is curious about
this secret, too, but keeping Yukiné’s past a
secret may be the key to protecting him.
Yato is a homeless god. He doesn't even have
a shrine, let alone any worshippers! So, to
achieve his ambitious goals, he's set up a
service to help those in need (for a small
fee of course). He hopes that one day he'll
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be able to build the temple he feels he
deserves, but for now he can't be picky about
the jobs that he chooses to accept. From
finding lost kittens to overcoming school
bullies, Yato is divinely intervening all
over the place! Stray Stories collects new
comedic tales from fan-favourite characters.
Five yen for your wish to come true? Revisit
the Far Shore in new edition of the beloved
supernatural action series that collects all
the stray volumes in 600-page 3-in-1
omnibuses, all in a larger size than the
regular version! Includes Vol. 7-9 of
Noragami: Stray God. Yato has a fateful
encounter with Hiyori, a human who tries to
save him from getting run over by a bus.
Hiyori is hit by the bus, but somehow avoids
serious injury. Further, it seems she's
undergone a strange change where she can
remove her spirit from her corporeal body.
Yato seems somehow involved or responsible
for Hiyori's change. Could Hiyori be the
divine weapon that Yato needs?
Bleach
Stray God 12
Noragami Omnibus 1 (Vol. 1-3)
Noragami: Stray God
Noragami Omnibus 3 (Vol. 7-9)

The hilarious, thrilling, sometimes tragic
supernatural hit manga that inspired two seasons
of beautiful anime from Studio Bones! Ages 16 and
up. Yato is a homeless god. He doesn't even have a
shrine, not to mention worshippers! So to achieve
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his ambitious goals, he's set up a service to help
those in need (for a small fee), hoping he'll
eventually raise enough money to build himself the
lavish temple of his dreams. Of course, he can't
afford to be picky, so Yato accepts all kinds of jobs,
from finding lost kittens to helping a student
overcome bullies at school.
Yuki is a typical college student, whose world
revolves around her friends, social media, and the
latest sales. But when a chance encounter on a
train leads to her meeting friend-of-a-friend and
fellow student Itsuomi-san, her world starts to
widen. But even though Itsuomi-kun can speak
three languages, sign language isn't one of them.
Can the two learn to communicate the budding
feelings between them?
"Though a powerful warrior goddess, Bishamonten
suffers from taking on so many shinki. Among
Bishamon's many shinki, a terrible plan is formed
by one of her most trusted aides. This shinki has
dangerous ideas and gets involved with the
mysterious Stray. Kazuma has a sense that
something is wrong, but can he figure out what
exactly is going on?"--Amazon.com.
A modern remake of Osamu Tezuka’s legendary
samurai tale about reclaiming stolen humanity–and
don’t miss the stunning 2019 anime! A young
swordsman travels alone through war-torn Japan,
hunting demons wherever they might hide. His
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name: Hyakkimaru. Soon he crosses paths with
Dororo, an orphan who steals to survive. Dororo
can’t help but wonder: Who is this demon hunter
with skin as cold as ice, and blades hidden inside
his own arms...?
Noragami: Stray God 22
The Legend of Dororo and Hyakkimaru Vol. 1
Noragami Omnibus 2 (Vol. 4-6)
Light

Five yen for your wish to come true?
Revisit the Far Shore in new edition of
the beloved supernatural action series
that collects all the stray volumes in
600-page 3-in-1 omnibuses, all in a larger
size than the regular version! Includes
Vol. 4-6 of Noragami: Stray God. Though a
powerful warrior goddess, Bishamonten
suffers from taking on so many shinki.
Among Bishamon's many shinki, a terrible
plan is formed by one of her most trusted
aides. This shinki has dangerous ideas and
gets involved with the mysterious Stray.
Kazuma has a sense that something is
wrong, but can he figure out what exactly
is going on? Meanwhile, Hiyori desperately
wants Yato to fix her, but he is presented
with a solution that is hard to accept.
Will Yato fix Hiyori, even if it means
he'd have to cut all ties with her?
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The mysterious terrorist group calling
itself the Eye of the Midnight Sun has
been repelled from the Clover Kingdom, but
the damage done is great. One of the Magic
Knight captains has been gravely injured
and Asta's been kidnapped. How will the
Wizard King respond...? -- VIZ Media
Yukine was harboring the fugitive stray at
Kofuku’s place, but when Kofuku comes home
with an entourage of shinki, his new
friend vanishes without a trace. When
Yukine goes out looking for her, he only
finds her former master instead. The
encounter ends a bit too peacefully, and
Koto’s words nag at Yukine, but the
questions they raise are dangerous ones …
TRIAL BY PLEDGE With Bishamon badly
injured and Yato and Yukiné arrested by
the Heavens, Tenjin has invoked their very
last hope: a Trial by Pledge. If the plan
works, Amaterasu will pardon all perceived
wrongdoings, but the stakes are high.
Three gods must pledge the lives of their
most trusted shinki. The score is tied
when Daikoku volunteers himself as a
sacrifice...
Bleach, Vol. 60
Dr. Slump
Noragami
Juni Taisen: Zodiac War (manga), Vol. 1
One Piece, Vol. 69
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At last, the poignant details unfold of how mystery writer turned
supernatural investigator Kuroe Kurose first met the young vampire
Misaki, as the sins of the past shape the deadly repercussions of the
future. Surrounded by Renfields, magicians, and sinister vampires,
suspense and violence abound as the true depth of Kurose's feelings
for Misaki is revealed. This volume deepens the rich character
development and colorful vampire lore introduced in the Blood
Alone Omnibus. The perfect companion series for fans of Dance in
the Vampire Bund and Vampire Knight.
Things have only gotten stranger for Shido ever since Tohka
transferred to his school, especially since she and Origami seem to
go at it over the tiniest of things. Lately, it seems the only place he
can catch a break is in the comfort of his own home. Unfortunately
for him, that’s all about to change. Apparently, he’s going to be
living under the same roof as Tohka as part of his new “training”
regimen…! And just when he’s feeling most vulnerable, Shido
stumbles upon a second Spirit, caught in a sudden deluge. You
know what they say: when it rains, it pours…
Peach Boy Riverside 7
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